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Abstract: In this work, we present UV completions of the recently proposed number-
changing Co-SIMP freeze-out mechanism. In contrast to the standard cannibalistic-type
dark matter picture that occurs entirely in the dark sector, the 3→ 2 process setting the
relic abundance in this case requires one Standard Model particle in the initial and final
states. This prevents the dark sector from overheating and leads to rich experimental
signatures. We generate the Co-SIMP interaction with a dark sector consisting of two
scalars, with the mediator coupling to either nucleons or electrons. In either case, the dark
matter candidate is naturally light: nucleophilic interactions favor the sub-GeV mass range
and leptophilic interactions favor the sub-MeV mass range. Viable thermal models in these
lighter mass regimes are particularly intriguing to study at this time, as new developments
in low-threshold detector technologies will begin probing this region of parameter space.
While particles in the sub-MeV regime can potentially impact light element formation
and CMB decoupling, we show that a late-time phase transition opens up large fractions
of parameter space. These thermal light dark matter models can instead be tested with
dedicated experiments. We discuss the viable parameter space in each scenario in light of
the current sensitivity of various experimental probes and projected future reach.
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1 Introduction

The nature of dark matter (DM) is a longstanding open question in fundamental physics.
Understanding its clustering properties will provide crucial information for astrophysics
and cosmology, while analyzing its particle interactions will provide the next major clue
regarding what lies beyond the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics.
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Among various particle physics models for dark matter, a powerful and predictive class
is thermal-relic dark matter. Under the assumption that dark matter was in thermal contact
with the hot SM plasma in the early universe, the strength of the interaction that keeps the
thermal link between the dark and visible sectors will determine the dark matter abundance
once this interaction freezes out. Since the total dark matter abundance is known today, the
strength of the required interaction rate can be predicted given a specific number-changing
mechanism, which is crucial for experimental validation. Furthermore, we expect that the
detection of a thermally produced dark relic will provide a new window into the early
universe, similar to the formation of light elements during Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN).

Various types of interactions that set the relic abundance are known. The most
prominent, and the first to be proposed, is the WIMP freeze-out [1–4]. The relic abundance
in this case is determined by the freeze-out of a 2→ 2 annihilation process of dark matter
particles, and generically prefers a DM candidate with a mass around 100GeV. The
predicted rate is a target for various indirect searches for dark matter annihilations in space,
and WIMP model realizations often include some amount of DM-SM scattering that may
be searched for with great sensitivities in controlled terrestrial experiments. Increasingly
stringent experimental constraints in the WIMP parameter space, as well as the expansion of
the direct and indirect detection programs to lower and higher mass regimes, has driven up
the appetite for realizations of thermal relic dark matter in a wider mass range. In response,
a number of alternate mechanisms have been studied. For example, in the case of dark
matter co-annihilation with a color-charged partner, the thermal freeze-out can be achieved
with very large dark matter masses [5–7] that can even exceed the unitarity bound [8, 9]. It
has been shown in refs. [10, 11] that thermal relics with masses well above the unitarity
bound are expected in confining gauge theories that feature a first-order phase transition
or significant entropy injection [12–14]. Furthermore, dark sector phase transitions have
been shown to lead to compact dark matter candidates [15], which could be the source for
a newly identified class of supernova events [16]. Finally, inelastic scattering against lighter
particles in the thermal bath can also lead to new thermal relic targets [17, 18].

Other number-changing interactions have also been proposed: one of these is the SIMP
scenario where the dark matter relic abundance is set by the freeze-out of an entirely dark
interaction χ + χ + χ → χ + χ. This opens a new avenue to realize thermally produced
sub-GeV dark matter scenarios. Since the process that sets the relic abundance in this
case resides entirely in the dark sector, it is relatively unconstrained and difficult to test
experimentally [19]. A number of further studies have considered variants of number-
changing scenarios in the dark sector [20–26], but the direct experimental validation of the
interaction leading to freeze-out can be very challenging in these models. Furthermore, the
excess buildup of thermal energy as a result of internal depletion within a monolithic dark
sector can easily lead to hot dark matter and washout of structure formation. Thus, it is a
crucial task to identify experimentally testable thermal alternatives that lead to sub-GeV
dark matter candidates.

Most recently, a number-changing process that involves SM particles has been proposed
in ref. [27]. The intriguing features of this Co-SIMP framework are that the χ+ χ+ SM→
χ+ SM reaction rate is directly predicted from the dark matter freeze-out condition, and
that it can be tested in direct detection experiments. Furthermore, the Co-SIMP interaction
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kills two birds with one stone, by setting the relic abundance of dark sector particles to
the value predicted by cosmology and by keeping the dark and visible sectors in kinetic
equilibrium, thereby preventing the overheating of the dark sector through conversion of
rest mass into kinetic energy.

Figure 1 shows the proposed reaction topology of the Co-SIMP interaction. In ref. [27],
the Co-SIMP mechanism was proposed and investigated as an effective field theory (EFT).
A coarse estimate of the relevant mass scales for the dark sector particles, assuming that
the Co-SIMP interaction sets the relic abundance at freeze-out, gives us

〈σv2〉3→2 ≡
α2

m3
χm

2
SM

mχ ∼ α2/3(MplT
2
eq)1/3 ∼ O(MeV) , (1.1)

where Teq is the temperature at matter-radiation equality. Thus, the Co-SIMP framework
provides scenarios of thermally produced sub-GeV dark matter candidates that directly
involve SM particles in the production process. The freeze-out mechanism also points
towards a target cross section range that can be probed in direct detection searches. This
is a unique situation in dark matter physics and a particularly pertinent scenario to study
now as experimental efforts are just beginning to explore these mass ranges (see ref. [28] for
a recent overview).

However, since the EFT considered only the effective vertex, important cosmological
effects and signatures at high-energy experiments due to the mediator were not thoroughly
explored. In this paper, we go beyond the EFT framework and suggest classes of models
where the interaction in figure 1 is induced by a spin-0 bosonic mediator. As with any
theory of light scalars, the models we consider come with their own naturalness and stability
concerns. Our models do not have a mechanism preventing the mediator φ from acquiring
a vev, which in turn would induce a contribution to e.g. the electron mass of O(yφe〈φ〉).
However, our theory only relevantly couples to the light quarks or light leptons (in the
nucelo- and lepto- philic cases respectively) in the SM, whose Higgs Yukawas are not yet
meaningfully measured. In a follow-up work [29], we consider the case of vector mediators
that are immune to many of the issues that make model-building with scalars difficult.

The paper is organized as follows. In sections 2 and 3, we discuss models where the
dark sector couples to the SM via a scalar mediator. We demonstrate how, using late and
inverse decays of the scalar mediator, the dark sector can come into equilibrium at the
end of BBN and avoid severe constraints. This opens up a large fraction of light dark
matter model parameter space. We discuss separately the coupling of the scalar mediator
to nucleons (section 2) and leptons (section 3). Finally, we conclude in section 4.

2 Nucleophilic Co-SIMPs

The simplest class of models that can realize the Co-SIMP freeze-out have a dark sector
that consists of two particle species and is equipped with a Z3 symmetry that ensures DM
stability.1 The Co-SIMP dark matter is a complex scalar field χ. The coupling to the SM

1We note that this symmetry can be elevated to a gauge symmetry. This is critical since quantum
gravity does not admit global symmetries (see [30] for a recent review) and generates Planck-suppressed
operators violating them, which can in turn lead to DM decay. Instead, if this is a gauge symmetry, the
higher dimensional operators respect the symmetry, rendering the DM absolutely stable [31–33].
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Figure 1. The Co-SIMP interaction topology [27].

is realized by a real scalar field φ. In this section, we consider the scenario where all dark
sector particles are scalar and the mediator couples the dark matter to quarks, or effectively
SM nucleons.

2.1 Model setup

In order to generate a nucleophilic Co-SIMP scenario, we need a scalar field χ that for
stability reasons has to enjoy a Z3 symmetry. The other ingredient is the mediator that
couples this field to the SM particles. We choose a real scalar field φ, which after electroweak
symmetry breaking (EWSB) has a coupling to SM quarks yφqφq̄q. We first discuss how this
coupling is generated.

For the generation of the coupling, consider a new vector-like quark F , i.e. a particle
where the left and right handed components, denoted FL and FR respectively, carry the
same quantum numbers as the right-handed quark of the SM. Thus, an explicit mass term
is allowed MF F̄F and no contribution to the triangle anomalies is generated. Furthermore,
the theory contains the following relevant terms: the coupling to the mediator yqφφF̄LqR,
where qR is the right-handed SM quark and the coupling to the Higgs yqHHQ̄LFR, where
QL is the left-handed SM quark doublet. Finally, M̃F̄LqR, another explicit mass term, is
also permitted. These four terms, along with the dark sector interaction φχ3, fully describe
the relevant interactions of our theory at high energies. φ and χ are not charged under
the SM gauge group, and though F is, we assume its mass is well above the EW scale
MF � vH so it does not directly contribute to the phenomenology. Other than the DM
itself, none of the new particles are charged under the dark discrete symmetry.

Thus we have after EWSB an induced mediator coupling to SM quarks q̄q given by

yqHy
q
φvH

MF
φq̄q = yφqφq̄q . (2.1)

In addition, this construction induces a quark mass shift of order ∆mq ∼ yqHvHM̃/MF , but
with the requirement that M̃ < GeV this effect remains negligible.

Thus, after EWSB our model is described by the following Lagrangian,

L ⊃ ∂µχ†∂µχ+ 1
2 (∂µφ)2 −m2

χ|χ|2 −
1
2m

2
φφ

2 +
∑
q

yφqφq̄q + yφχ
3! φχ

3 − V (χ, φ) , (2.2)
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Figure 2. DM depletion mechanisms in the nucleophilic Co-SIMP case. We keep the third process,
which is more important for the leptophilic scenario (section 3), here for comprehensiveness.

where the potential can contain all other generically allowed renormalizable scalar operators

V (χ, φ) ⊃ λ1
4 |χ|

4 + λ2
2 |χ|

2φ2 + λ3
4! φ

4 + λ4|H|2|χ|2 + λ5
2 |H|

2φ2

+ µ1
3! χ

3 + µ2|χ|2φ+ µ3
3! φ

3 + µ4|H|2φ+ h.c.,
(2.3)

The stability of the dark matter (but not the mediator) is ensured by a Z3 charge. In this
scenario, the topology of the Co-SIMP interaction is realized in a χχN → χ†N process
below the QCD scale, with the caveat that the outgoing DM particle is of opposite Z3
charge as the incoming two. The corresponding diagram is shown in figure 2, along with a
one-loop counterpart where the interaction occurs with photons.

The couplings relevant to the Co-SIMP process specifically are yφχ and yφq, but other
terms included in V (χ, φ) are generically allowed to appear and may influence the overall
phenomenology. In particular, it is worth noting that based on the charge assignments for
the dark sector fields, additional Higgs portal interactions exist which can impact freezeout
as well as the direct detection rate. Furthermore, there is a rich vacuum structure associated
with the potential shown. Different choices of the trilinear and quartic couplings may lead
to the existence of false vacua which can have interesting phenomenological consequences of
their own. We make the notational delineation between the “Co-SIMP parameters” y and
the “free parameters” λ and µ to emphasize that only the former need to be sufficiently large
to ensure a Co-SIMP dominated cosmology that freezes out to the right relic abundance.
In addition, we tune the values of the remaining parameters such that constraints can be
avoided as necessary. It should be noted here that our observables are actually insensitive
to φ acquiring a vev, since the only true consequences would be a shift to the light quark
masses (and thus the implied Higgs Yukawas, which are not explicitly measured).

Consequently, in the following discussion we neglect the terms included in the self-
interaction potential V (χ, φ), assuming they are sufficiently small to avoid undesirable
phenomenology. The requirements on the sizes of the “Co-SIMP parameters” set by the
present-day DM abundance are discussed in the following subsection.
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To find the low-energy effective description of the dark sector interacting with nucleons,
we follow the formalism in ref. [34] and define the effective coupling strength by

Leff
int = yNφN̄N yN ≡

∑
q

yφqfq =
∑
q

yφq〈N |q̄q|N〉 . (2.4)

As we discuss below, we assume that the mediator dominantly couples to light quarks,
so we are particularly interested in determining those matrix elements. The matrix elements
for the light quarks can be expressed as

fu = σl
mu +md

2z + ζ(1− z)
1 + z

≈ 9.2 (2.5)

fd = σl
mu +md

2− ζ(1− z)
1 + z

≈ 6.3

fs = σl
mu +md

ζ ≈ 0.4 .

Here, z quantifies the isospin breaking and was estimated in ref. [34] to be z ≈ 1.49. The
strangeness content parameter is defined as

ζ ≡ 〈N |s̄s|N〉
〈N |ūu+ d̄d|N〉

= 1− σ0
σl
. (2.6)

The relevant parameters σ0 and σl, needed for the numerical evaluation above,
are determined from measurements and lattice simulations. These values are given by
σ0 = 55± 9 MeV and σl = 58± 9 MeV in ref. [34].

In order to evaluate the heavy quark contributions to the nucleon coupling, we follow
the strategy suggested in ref. [35]. First, by matching the trace anomaly of the energy-
momentum tensor at high and low energies, we find that

1− fN = − 7
8πmN

〈N |GµνGµν |N〉 , (2.7)

where fN ≈ 0.3 is the Higgs-nucleon coupling. Second, for the heavy quarks, the matrix
element with nucleons is generated by the gluonic operators and is given by

〈N |q̄q|N〉 = − 1
12πmq

〈N |GµνGµν |N〉 , (2.8)

for the quark flavors q = c, b, t. Combining those equations allows us to express the heavy
quark nucleon coupling constants through the Higgs-nucleon coupling

fq = 2mN

21mq
(1− fN ) , (2.9)

which can be evaluated to obtain

fc = 0.049, fb = 0.015, ft = 3.6× 10−4 . (2.10)

Thus, we note that the Co-SIMP-nucleon coupling is driven by the interaction with the up
and down quarks. For example, assuming a model with yφu = yφd = ε and yφi = 0 for the
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rest, we have yN ≈ 16 ε. We call this model, Model I, and use it in the following sections
for demonstration purposes, with yN related to yφu,φd as discussed above.

With the connection between the fundamental parameters of the theory and effective
nucleon couplings set, the sensitivity of different experiments to the parameter space can
be explored. Finally, we can ignore the coupling to pions as the derivative interactions lead
to velocity suppression, rendering the pion channels subdominant.

2.2 Early universe cosmology

In this scenario, we require the dark sector to efficiently interact with SM nucleons; as such,
the typical mass ranges for these particles are at the sub–GeV scale. The strength of the
dark sector couplings is primarily determined by the requirement of thermal freeze-out,
assuming Co-SIMPs constitute 100% of the observed dark matter abundance. We use
the freeze-out constraint to identify the required model parameters and compare them to
current and future experimental sensitivities in the coming sections.

Two broad scenarios need to be considered separately. On the one hand, the dark sector
can be in thermal equilibrium at high energy scales and the freeze-out of the Co-SIMP
process sets the dark matter relic abundance. On the other hand, thermalisation can be
delayed to much later times and lower energies. Even though the Co-SIMP process sets
the dark matter abundance in this case as well, the impact on early universe observables is
drastically different. We discuss the early thermalization scenario in the coming section,
and then consider late thermalization.

2.2.1 Early thermalization, freeze-out and relic abundance

A cornerstone property of thermal dark matter is that the present-day dark matter abundance
is set by the freeze-in or freeze-out of number-changing interactions in the early universe.
For the purpose of this article, we are primarily interested in scenarios where the abundance
is set specifically by the freeze-out of Co-SIMP processes, but for any given UV completion
such as this one, it is often the case that several different processes are available to contribute
to DM depletion. To a good approximation, the epoch of freeze-out is simply set by the most
efficient one. Regardless, it is potentially the case that different regions of parameter space
for a given model correspond to different processes dominantly setting the relic abundance.
In this subsection, we attempt to investigate the various processes that could ostensibly
dominate the freeze-out process, and build intuition for the regions of parameter space
where the Co-SIMP process is the dominant one. We assume that the reheating temperature
is large enough to efficiently produce dark sector particles and that interactions between the
dark and SM sectors thermalize them, such that there is only one common temperature T .

While the Co-SIMP process is kinematically forward-dominated and naturally always
contributes to the depletion of dark matter, it may be out-competed by other diagrams with
larger couplings or weaker number density dependencies. To focus on the parameter space
where the relic abundance is driven by this 3→ 2 topology, we restrict our consideration
to regions where mχ < mφ (for our analysis we assume that mχ < 0.75mφ such that
even at finite temperature, mediator emission is suppressed) and mχ . mπ, such that
semi-annihilation χχ → χ†φ and 2- (and 3-) annihilation χχ†(χχχ) → φ∗ → ππ are

– 7 –
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kinematically disallowed, respectively. Note that the second requirement can likely be
relaxed to mχ . GeV, as the pion coupling is suppressed and it suffices to kinematically
forbid χχ†(χχχ) → φ∗ → NN , with N being a proton or neutron. The annihilation(s)
χχ†(χχχ)→ γγ are always allowed at one-loop, but are expected to be quite suppressed.
The mediator φ is unstable since it can always decay to γγ at one-loop, but may have
additional decay channels available depending on how heavy it is. We reiterate here that we
assume the only couplings that appreciably contribute are {yN , yφχ}, as these are the only
terms that need to be large to support Co-SIMP annihilation; consequently, all diagrams
including other dark sector couplings may be neglected.

At last, the diagrams we consider as potentially important in setting the relic abundance
are shown in figure 2 — in addition to the nucleon-mediated tree-level Co-SIMP process, we
consider the similar photon-mediated diagram at one-loop, whose loop and α2 suppression
is potentially compensated by the large abundance of photons relative to nucleons in the
universe. Also potentially relevant is the DM-only 4 → 2 SIMP process. Although this
process is controlled only by the dark sector couplings, which are generically much larger, it
suffers severe phase space suppression and contributes to an overheated dark sector.

While the dark sector is thermalized with the photon bath, the Boltzmann equations
governing the abundances are given by

dnχ
dt

+ 3Hnχ = − γχχN→χN

( nχ
nχ,eq

)2(
nN
nN,eq

)
−
(

nχ
nχ,eq

)(
nN
nN,eq

)
− γχχγ→χγ

( nχ
nχ,eq

)2(
nγ
nγ,eq

)
−
(

nχ
nχ,eq

)(
nγ
nγ,eq

) (2.11)

− 2γ4χ→2χ

( nχ
nχ,eq

)4

−
(

nχ
nχ,eq

)2
 ,

dnφ
dt

+ 3Hnφ = − γφ→γγ
[(

nφ
nφ,eq

)
− 1

]
. (2.12)

The effective interaction density is given by e.g. γχχN→χN ≡ 〈σv2〉n2
χ,eqnN,eq. Just before

the epoch of freeze-out as the DM turns non-relativisitic, the depletion process dominates,
nχ � nχ,eq, and we can further write

dnχ
dt

+ 3Hnχ = −〈σv2〉χχN→χNn2
χnN − 〈σv2〉χχγ→χγn2

χnγ − 2〈σv3〉4χ→2χn
4
χ . (2.13)

The cross-sections for these processes are given, in the low-temperature limit, by

〈σv2〉χχN→χN =
√

3y2
φχy

2
Nm

−1
χ

2πm2
φ(m2

φ + Γ2
φ) +O

(
mχ

mN

)
, (2.14)

〈σv2〉χχγ→χγ =
∑
q

πy2
φqy

2
φχα

2T

30
√

3ζ(3)m2
qm2

φ(m2
φ + Γ2

φ)
+O(T 2) , (2.15)

〈σv3〉4χ→2χ =
√

3y4
φχ

256πm4
χ

[
(3m2

χ +m2
φ)2 +m2

φΓ2
φ

] , (2.16)

Γφ = y2
Nα

2m3
φ

144π3m2
N

+O
(
m4
φ

m3
N

)
. (2.17)
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We find that while for sufficiently small DM-SM couplings, the DM-only 4→ 2 SIMP process
dominates, this mode of depletion is not efficient enough in the mass range of interest to
achieve the correct relic abundance for couplings that respect perturbative unitarity. Thus
for the parameter space delineated above, we may solve the above system of equations to
obtain a relic abundance dominated by Co-SIMP depletion. This relic abundance is given
to a good approximation by(

Ωχh
2

0.12

)
'
(
mχ

MeV

)−3
[
η〈σv2〉χχN→χN + 〈σv2〉χχγ→χγ

0.01 MeV−5

]−1

'
[
yN
0.1

]−2 [yφχ
0.1

]−2 ( mχ

MeV

)−3 ( mφ

100MeV

)4

×
[
10−5

(
mχ

MeV

)−1
+
(
mχ

MeV

)]−1

, (2.18)

where η denotes the baryon-to-photon ratio, and we have, as promised, used the Model I
configuration of quark-level couplings. However, we note that this dependence is merely
demonstrative and any specific choice of nucleon couplings may be very easily mapped to
our results.

2.2.2 Late thermalization, freeze-out and relic abundance

In this subsection, we discuss the cosmology of a particle model that thermalizes late with
the SM and then freezes out. As in the previous section, we assume throughout that
the internal thermalization of the dark sector is efficient, and thus the entire dark sector
(de-)couples with the SM all at once. In this scenario, the dark sector does not violate CP
and the relic population is the explicit result of thermal production by SM particles, so the
species is necessarily symmetric.

As such, many pieces of this story, including the dynamics at freeze-out and the
relationship to present-day abundance, are similar to the previous, thus we focus on the
additional considerations brought about by late thermalization. The scenario relies on the
following ingredients, demanding that the dark sector is:

• not populated at very early times which can be most easily achieved by suppressing
its coupling to the inflaton.

• subject to a phase transition which affects the masses of the mediator, and the dark
sector particles, and makes it light only at late times.

This is realized by the following mechanism. First, we introduce a second scalar Φ
which couples to both the scalar mediator φ via λφ φ2 Φ2 and the DM via λχ|χ|2Φ2. Φ
subsequently gets a vacuum expectation value which fixes mφ ≈

√
λφ〈Φ〉 and mχ ≈

√
λχ〈Φ〉.

As an explicit example, we consider the following potential for Φ (illustrated in figure 3)

V (Φ) = λ

8 [Mφ + δ − Φ]2 (Φ− δ)2 − ε

Mφ
[Mφ + δ − Φ] . (2.19)
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Figure 3. Example potentials for the heavy dark scalar Φ, that would lead to a phase transition with
a low lying vacuum expectation value at late times. For a phase transition at T < MeV, the energy
release, which is controlled by ε, does not significantly affect the dynamics of the early universe.

Assuming that δ/Mφ � 1 and ε/M4
φ � 1 are small parameters, the two minima of the

potential are at 〈Φ〉low ≈ δ and 〈Φ〉high ≈Mφ. The potential difference between the minima
is ∆V ≈ ε. Note that dark sectors with increasing interaction strength, after a late time
phase transition were considered in refs. [36, 37].

We proceed with the analysis of the phase transition, based on the seminal works [38–40],
using the semi-classical approximation. The space-time phase conversion rate is given by

γ ≈ B2

4πR4
c

exp [−B] B = 27π2S4
1

2ε3 . (2.20)

Here, the scale is set by the size of the bubble with a critical radius, i.e. the bubble radius
where the volume energy wins over the surface tension, which leads to rapid expansion.
This size is Rc = 3S1/ε, with S1 ≈

√
λM3

φ/24.
The time at which the phase transition largely completes and the true vacuum dominates

the universe is τPT ≈ H(τPT)3/γ, with H(τPT) ≈ T 2
PT/Mpl, the Hubble rate at the time of

the phase transition, assuming that the universe is radiation dominated.
As discussed in ref. [38], the energy gained in the conversion between phases is predom-

inantly stored in the wall energy. This energy is then converted to gravitational radiation
when the bubble walls collide. In the case that ε < T 4

SM, the universe at all times is
dominated by the SM, and the amount of gravitational radiation contributes negligibly to
the expansion of the universe such that ∆Neff ≈ 0.

Given that the dark sector has negligible coupling to the inflaton, and the masses of
dark sector particles before the phase transition are above the reheating temperature, the
dark sector is not populated before the phase transition. Even if operators of the type
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λχH |χ|2|H|2 are present, no freeze-in type population [41] takes place. Note furthermore,
that since the dark sector is not reheated after inflation, thermal corrections to the potential
are not relevant prior to the phase transition.

This mechanism allows for the realization of a wide variety of thermal light dark
sectors that nonetheless conform with BBN constraints in the very early universe, including
the leptophilic scalar Co-SIMP. Possibilities such as these illustrate the necessity of
complementary dark sector probes from cosmology, astrophysics, and terrestrial detection
— the latter two of which are discussed in the following subsections. Along this vein, it is
interesting to note that upcoming GW experiments can potentially probe the stochastic
GWs produced during this type of phase transition [42–49].

2.2.3 Big-bang nucleosynthesis and the CMB

An intriguing feature of new, thermally produced, sub MeV-scale particles is that they
persist as radiation in the early universe until after the freeze-out of neutrons and decoupling
of neutrinos from the SM plasma. Our current understanding of processes in the early
universe allows us to restrict certain scenarios with these relativistic degrees of freedom.

An important ingredient is the production of light nuclei during big-bang nucleosynthesis
(BBN). Our precise understanding of the physics during the BBN epoch provides us with
strong restrictions on allowed scenarios since the deuterium and Helium-4 abundances
are affected by the number of light degrees of freedom. A convenient parametrization
of relativistic degrees of freedom is the number of effective neutrino species, which is
constrained by BBN to be Neff = 2.85 ± 0.28 (1σ) [50]; this disfavors new, thermally
populated species during this epoch with masses below ∼ 0.7TBBN at the 2σ level. However,
this limit does not apply if thermal production of dark sector particles from the SM bath
is inefficient until well after TBBN ≈ 1 MeV [51]; in other words, the dark sector enters
thermal equilibrium with the SM after the epoch of neutrino decoupling.

Another observational anchor on the radiation content of the universe comes from
anisotropies of the CMB. However, since the epoch of recombination occurs significantly later
in the universe, at temperatures far below the Co-SIMP mass (and thus the temperatures
of freeze-out), the impact of light Co-SIMPs on these observables is more indirect. If the
Co-SIMP sector thermalizes with the SM after the neutrinos have decoupled, the number
of relativistic degrees of freedom is only affected if the thermalization takes place before the
electrons fully freeze-out. That is indeed the case for leptophilic Co-SIMPs with masses
slightly below the electron mass. Nonetheless, because the entropy of the dark sector
is largely returned to the SM plasma at freeze-out, the impact on NCMB

eff is negligible.
However, if the Co-SIMP sector is populated prior to thermalization, or the entropy during
Co-SIMP annihilation is partially transferred to the neutrino sector, next generation CMB
experiments [52] could be sensitive to such scenarios.

BBN harbors great potential for testing models of light DM [53, 54]. Two observables
of particular importance are the proton yield, YP , and the deuteron fraction, D/HP .
Thermalized, light species have two ways in which they affect these observables in general.
On one hand, the light thermal degrees of freedom behave as radiation, affecting the
Hubble rate, which in turn shortens the timescales on which weak and nuclear processes
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freeze-out, leading to larger YP and D/HP . On the other hand, the typical freeze-out
process χ+ χ→ SM + SM injects entropy into the SM which dilutes the baryon abundance
and reduces YP and D/HP .

In the Co-SIMP scenario, the entropy injection by the process SM + χ+ χ→ SM + χ

is severely reduced as the SM particles mostly play a catalyzing role. Therefore, the main
sensitivity to a sub-GeV Co-SIMP arises from its effect on the Hubble expansion rate during
BBN. As discussed in ref. [54], this excludes a fully thermalized particle with electromagnetic
interactions below the mass of 10 MeV. We note, however, that this constraint might be
relaxed or evaded entirely by introducing non-minimal cosmological histories, which are
explored in more detail in the leptophilic scenario.

2.3 Astrophysical reach

The major astrophysical constraints which could affect the parameter space of our model are
dark matter self-scattering and stellar cooling. Since our mediator and DM candidate are
both roughly in the MeV–GeV range, stellar interiors, which are typically at temperatures
of O(100 keV) or lower, are not energetic enough to support a large thermal population of
our dark sector particles [55]. Thus, bounds from stellar cooling are avoided in the bulk of
our parameter space. In the edge case where the mediator is very light, we consider bounds
from red giant star cooling [56, 57]. In addition to stellar cooling constraints, anomalous
energy loss during a supernova explosion could have sensitivity to new light particles [58].
However, as discussed in ref. [27], the χ+N → χ+ χ+N interactions lead to such a short
mean free path inside the proto-neutron star that Co-SIMPs are effectively trapped and no
significant amount of energy is lost.

Another avenue for inferring the existence of new dark sector particles, absent of non-
gravitational interactions with the SM, is via observations of dark matter self-scattering. The
various interactions in eq. (2.2) mediate dark matter self-interactions which can significantly
alter astrophysical signals compared to the standard cold dark matter paradigm. Self-
interacting dark matter and these associated signals have been extensively studied (see
ref. [59] for a recent review article with extensive references therein). The self-interaction
cross section as a function of velocity can be obtained by observations of systems at various
scales, since the typical dark matter velocity in a galaxy cluster is much larger than in
a dwarf galaxy [60–63]. The most stringent constraint arises from cluster scales where
the cross section limits are σ/m ∼ O(0.1) cm2/g. On dwarf galaxy scales, the constraints
relax to σ/m ∼ O(1) cm2/g. Given a microphysical model, we can then compute this
cross section, including non-perturbative Sommerfeld enhancement, and ensure that it
satisfies the constraints at various scales, following the procedure in refs. [64, 65]. In our
model, we are interested in mediators which are heavy relative to the dark matter, so the
leading contribution to the scattering cross section is dominant and resumming the full
Sommerfeld ladder does not cause significant deviations to the cross section. In particular,
for our scenario, we have a symmetric population of dark matter, which in turn implies
that both χχ → χχ and χχ† → χχ† are active. Both the free and Co-SIMP parameters
contribute to these processes at tree- and loop-level. The scattering cross section limits
then constrain only this combination of parameters, but not the Co-SIMP parameters
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Figure 4. These are the various two-loop elastic scattering diagrams for Co-SIMPs. While other
diagram topologies exist at tree level and one loop, the leading contribution from the Co-SIMP
parameters appears at two loops.

themselves. In particular, we are free to choose a value of the Co-SIMP parameters which
gives us a viable cosmology since the free parameters can be shifted accordingly to evade
self-scattering constraints.

2.4 Direct detection experiments

A major testing ground for DM-SM interactions is the arena of direct detection (DD)
experiments, where the program of large volume liquid noble gas detectors has achieved
exquisite sensitivity for DM-nucleon interactions in the GeV–TeV range. In recent years, the
expansion of sensitivity towards sub-GeV dark matter candidates has become a key focus of
DD experimental efforts, and rapid developments in low-threshold detector technologies
have been made in response. The establishment of a set of benchmark models targeted by
these future experiments has likewise become an area of intense study.

From this perspective, the thermal relic Co-SIMP is an intriguing scenario to investigate.
Not only are the expected scattering cross sections highly predictive as the interaction
strength is set by the relic abundance, but the Co-SIMP interaction also leads to multiple
types of signals that direct detection experiments may simultaneously search for. Our model
predicts not only both elastic and inelastic scattering signatures, but the additional possibility
of elastic signatures from high-energy DM produced from local Co-SIMP interactions as
well. We discuss each of these in turn in the following subsections.

2.4.1 Elastic scattering

The elastic scattering process for our scenario is absent at tree-level and appears only at
the two-loop level. In figure 4, we show the diagrams which lead to elastic nucleon-DM
scattering for Co-SIMP dark matter. The diagram can be evaluated in two steps. First, we
consider the χ loop, which renormalizes the λχφ coupling of the operator |χ|2φ2, which we
denoted λ2 in eq. (2.3). Given that it generates a coupling of the magnitude of the finite
part of the loop integral, we find that λχφ ≈ y2

φχ/(4π2) ≡ αD/π. The dependence on the
χ, φ mass ratio is weak when mφ > mχ. Thus, the full loop induced spin-independent cross
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section can be calculated and is given by

σχN =
m2
NC

2
loop−q

32π (mN +mχ)2 , with (2.21)

Cloop−q =
∑
q

λχφ y
2
φqf

2
q

(
R log

(
m2
q

m2
φ

)
+
(

1− 2m
2
q

m2
φ

)
log

(
m2
φ(R+1)2

4m2
q

))
8π2mqR

,

with R ≡
√

1− 4m2
q/m

2
φ. In the limit of mφ → ∞, the loop factor apporaches Cloop ≈

(αD/π)∑q y
2
φqf

2
q /(4π2)mq/m

2
φ, as expected in the EFT limit. For our Model I, this

coupling can be further simplified as∑
q

y2
φqf

2
qmq ≈ (yN/16)2

(
f2
umu + f2

dmd

)
. (2.22)

Given this process, a number of current and upcoming direct detection experiments have
sensitivity to the nucleophilic Co-SIMP space.

In figure 7, we summarize the limits and sensitivities from existing and planned
experiments. There are three major classes of experiments. Large noble gas detectors, such
as LZ [66] are insensitive to small recoil energy deposits for the sub-GeV masses. However,
they can detect a fraction of DM particles that have been accelerated by cosmic rays [67, 68].
Then, above ground experiments, which only have atmospheric overburden, test the largest
values for the elastic cross section using solid-state detector technology [69]. Finally, a
very promising novel technology based on superfluid helium will lead to detectors with a
lowered energy threshold and efficiently probe large fractions of the nucleophilic Co-SIMP
parameter space [70–72]. We also present this information in figure 8, displaying instead our
predictions from a thermal relic Co-SIMP candidate in the space of elastic scattering cross
sections, relative to the regions probed by these current and future experiments. Predictions
such as these may serve as benchmarks on which to target searches for Co-SIMP dark
matter in the future.

Finally, we stress that we consider here only the minimal interaction strength that is
induced by the two-loop diagram, and is directly linked to the set of parameters that is
determining the Co-SIMP relic abundance. Thus, this is the minimal, irreducible, elastic
scattering cross section in this realization that is shown in the parameter space. Note,
however, that larger cross sections are always possible and can be induced at tree-level by
turning on free parameters in the Lagrangian. Thus, other exploratory searches, such as
exoplanet heating [73], or searches based on DM surface abundance enhancement [74] are
still very promising for testing the Co-SIMP scenario. A detailed analysis of scenarios that
go beyond the minimal viable cross section values is left to future work.

2.4.2 Monoenergetic recoil from inelastic scattering

A unique opportunity for experimental searches for Co-SIMPs is the possibility that the
signature χχN → χ†N interaction occurs within the detector itself. One of the big challenges
of detecting sub-GeV DM particles is the fact that the energy deposit in the detector is
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correspondingly low and thus very low detection thresholds are needed. The Co-SIMP
reaction, being strongly exothermic, does not require such low thresholds. The signature
is a monoenergetic recoil at ER ≈ 1.5m2

χ/mSM for the case of mχ � mSM. The Co-SIMP
reaction rate in a volume V of SM particles is given by

Γ3→2 =
∫
V
γ3→2d

3~r =
∫
V
n2
χnSM〈σv2〉d3~r . (2.23)

The benchmark interaction density for a thermal relic Co-SIMP is then predicted to
scale as

γ3→2 '
0.1

m3 day

(
nSM

NA cm−3

)(
ρχ

0.4 GeV/cm3

)2
(

0.1MeV
mχ

)5

, (2.24)

where NA is Avogadro’s number, and the cross section has been chosen to satisfy Ωχh
2 = 0.12

for mχ = mφ. While the event rate compared to that of elastic scattering is suppressed by
another power of the halo DM abundance, the cross section governing this process is present
at tree level and much larger. However, while the energy deposit for this process evades
the suppression of low halo velocity, it is often suppressed by the mass ratio of the DM
particle to the much heavier SM nucleus. Thus, much of our parameter space is expected
to be below threshold for a Xenon-type experiment. On the other hand, more futuristic
technologies such as superfluid Helium may be very effective at probing our parameter
space due to the lighter nuclei mass and significantly lowered detection thresholds. It is
particularly compelling then, that such a future detector should expect to see both elastic
and inelastic scattering signals from our model.

2.4.3 Boosted Co-SIMPs and accumulation in the Earth

A third type of possible signature, the synthesis of the two types of interactions described
above, is found in the elastic recoil of a boosted DM particle from the Co-SIMP interaction.
That is, if a Co-SIMP reaction takes place in the material surrounding the detector or
within the Earth, the relativistic reaction product may be detected via an elastic collision
with the SM particles in the detector.

The expected flux of boosted Co-SIMP particles on the Earth’s surface is given by
Φ⊕ = Γ⊕3→2/A⊕, where Γ⊕3→2 is given by eq. (2.23) and integrated over the volume of the
Earth. Naturally, this rate sensitively depends on the density of DM within the Earth
available to source this interaction. It has been shown that in addition to the halo DM
component, a captured DM population can be present in the planet if elastic DM-SM
interactions are present [73, 75–77]. In particular, recent results [74, 78] show that the
minimal DM mass that is retained in a celestial body can be substantially lower than
previously expected, and even MeV-scale DM can accumulate inside the Earth.

Assuming that the Earth can be approximated as a homogeneous body, we can simplify
our results and find

Γ3→2 ≈
N2
χ〈σv2〉nSM

Veff
where Veff =

(∫
V nχr

2dr
)2∫

V n
2
χr

2dr
, (2.25)
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and Nχ is the total number of Co-SIMP particles in the planet. The spatial distribution of
the DM depends on the interaction regime. For sufficiently large scattering cross sections,
local thermal equilibrium (LTE) is achieved, leading to a profile strongly affected by
diffusion [74, 75]. We however assume that our elastic interactions do not induce the LTE
regime and instead use the isothermal distribution, which can be simply derived from the
hydrostatic equilibrium condition. The normalized distribution reads

nχ(r) = n0 e
−mχ
Tχ

φ(r)
, (2.26)

where φ(r) is the gravitational potential inside the object, Tχ is the DM temperature, which
is approximately 90% of the core temperature of the object [79], and n0 is a normalization
factor set by the condition

∫
V nχdV = Nχ.

This number of dark particles Nχ is in turn set by the gravitational capture of ambient
DM due to DM-SM scattering. We denote the capture rate Γcap. It can be parametrized
by the DM flux through the planet times a capture efficiency fcap, which has been derived
in ref. [74], including the reflection correction for light DM. Thus, the capture rate is
Γcap = fcapφχπR

2
⊕, where we have neglected the effect of gravitational focusing, and the

effect of the motion with respect to the DM halo, as they are subdominant for the Earth. The
DM flux is given by φχ = vχρχ/mχ, with ρχ being the DM halo density. The accumulated
DM abundance is then given by Nχ = min{N eq

χ , τ⊕Γcap}. Here the equilibrium value N eq
χ

is derived from the condition Γ3→2 = Γcap and is given by

N eq
χ =

( ΓcapVeff
nSM〈σv2〉

)1/2
. (2.27)

Under the assumption that Earth has entered the depletion-capture equilibrium, the
flux of outgoing accelerated Co-SIMPs can be written as

Φ⊕ = Γ⊕3→2
A⊕

= fcapφχπR
2
⊕

A⊕
=
fcap ρ

halo
χ vχ

4mχ
. (2.28)

We assume that a detector with mass MT and a target material with atomic mass mA has
an energy threshold that allows sensitivity to recoil events at the accelerated Co-SIMP
momenta

pacc
mA

= MR

√
3 (MR + 2) (3MR + 2)

4MR + 2 ≈
√

3
(
MR −M2

R

)
with MR = mχ

mA
. (2.29)

Given the induced Co-SIMP-nucleus cross section σχA, coherently enhanced relative to the
DM-nucleon scattering σχN , the event rate in the detector is

Γboosted χA = 1.35 fcap
4

(
vχ

240 km/s

)(
ρhalo
χ cm3

mχ

)(
σχA
pb

)(
MT

ton

)(GeV
mA

) 1
s . (2.30)

It is additionally intriguing to note that the dependence on the Co-SIMP interaction
cross section cancels from this prediction, encapsulated in the assumption that the DM
accumulation is set by the equillibrium condition. In section 2.6, we explore the sensitivity
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Figure 5. These are the diagrams which generate loop induced meson decay. The left diagram
generates B → Kφ decays and the right diagram generates K → πφ decays. Since these amplitudes
are proportional to the mass of the quark running through the loop, the dominant contribution
arises from top-W loops.

of current and planned experiments to this signature. The fact that the Co-SIMP framework
predicts three different signals in direct detection experiments — namely the standard halo
low-threshold elastic scattering, the accelerated Co-SIMP high-threshold elastic scattering,
and the monoenergetic recoil from direct Co-SIMP conversion process — makes this scenario
particularly salient to study in the arena of DD experiments. The predictions of these three
signals, correlated in strength, articulate in total a smoking-gun signature for Co-SIMP
dark matter.

2.5 Other terrestrial searches

In addition to searches at dedicated dark matter experiments, other particle physics
experiments may also potentially be critical for discovering or ruling out our model. Indeed,
the introduction of a light scalar mediator φ that couples to baryons in this UV completion
opens up several avenues of possible detection. In the following, we present a number of
experimental opportunities and discuss their short-term optimization potential.

2.5.1 Meson decay

Light scalar particles with nucleophilic interactions could facilitate rare meson decays, such
as B → Kφ and K → πφ, as shown in figure 5. Those processes are dominantly driven by
top-W loop contributions in the SM, and thus the branching ratios into φs are set by the
top-φ interaction. The contributions of first-generation quarks to these meson widths are
severely suppressed by their small Yukawa couplings.

As discussed in ref. [80], the most stringent constraints for scalars lighter than the pion
come from K → πφ decays, which leads to a K → π and missing energy signature in all of
the relevant Co-SIMP parameter space. The experimental observation of the branching ratio
BR(K → πν̄ν) = 1.73+1.15

−1.05×10−10 [81] thus limits the top quark coupling to yt < 7.9×10−5.
However, contribution from the lighter quarks to the decay rate scales as their mass times
respective coupling constants squared, so bounds on light quark couplings are dramatically
weaker. If all quark couplings saturate the experimental meson decay bound, the effective
coupling to nucleons is constrained to be at most ymax

N = ∑
q fqy

max
q ≈ O(10), which is

greatly disfavored by direct detection constraints.
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Figure 6. Diagrams of the two processes which can produce a signature that can be explored in
beam dump experiments. Left panel: production process via an off-shell mediator. Right panel:
inelastic process, that would lead to ionization signatures in the detector. This process can only
proceed as long as χ particles have sufficient energy.

2.5.2 Beam dump experiments

Experiments located at beam dump facilities have a strong discovery potential for light
dark sectors that involve particles with long lifetimes. We investigate their reach towards
direct tests of the nucleophilic Co-SIMP interaction. As an example, we consider a recent
search performed at Fermilab, where an 8GeV proton beam was directed at the beam
dump, and the MiniBooNE experiment was the detector shielded by ∼ 500 meter of earth
material [82, 83].

In the left panel of figure 6, we show the production process for Co-SIMP DM, which
is based on radiating a φ mediator during proton scattering p+ p→ p+ p+ φ∗. Since this
is an off-shell process, with excess energy, the mediator produces relativistic Co-SIMPs
via φ∗ → 3χ. The cross section for this process scales as σprod ∼ αφNαDσpp elastic. As the
Co-SIMPs are produced with an energy excess, they can undergo inelastic scattering with
SM nucleons via χ+ p→ χ+ χ+ p, where a t-channel φ is exchanged. This process, shown
in the right panel of figure 6, has a cross section which scales as σdet ∼ αφNαDm−2

φ .
In the parameter space of interest, the mean free path of Co-SIMPs that are energetic

enough to inelastically undergo the above cascade reaction varies on the scale λmfp ∼
10−2 − 50meters, with the larger mean free path for φ masses above the GeV scale. Thus,
a few Co-SIMPs could react in the MiniBooNE detector volume in only a fraction of the
parameter space.

In figure 7, we show the region in the parameter space where the results of refs. [82, 83]
have potential sensitivity to the Co-SIMPs. We see that mass and coupling values predicted
by the thermal production can be probed by a dedicated search for the proposed signature.
As the mean free path of the events deviates from the one expected for SM interactions,
the events would not look like an SM particle depositing energy in the detector. Thus, a
dedicated analysis investigating such exotic ionization signatures is highly motivated.
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Figure 7. Parameter space of our nucleophilic Co-SIMP model with a scalar mediator. Shaded
regions show current constraints [56, 57, 67, 69] and the dashed lines shows projected sensitivities.
Specifically, the dark blue line represents the superfluid He sensitivity [70–72] to the elastic scattering
process and the green line represents the superfluid He sensitivity to the 3→ 2 Co-SIMP process.
The orange line shows the sensitivity of a dedicated search with the MiniBooNE beam dump
experiment [82, 83], and the magenta line shows a search for boosted Co-SIMPs from inside the
Earth with a liquid noble gas detector [84]. The dark red lines corresponds to the parameter space
that gives the correct present-day relic abundance, with various choices of µR ≡ mφ/mχ. In this
parameter space, fifth force experiments [85] and low energy neutron scattering searches [86–89] are
not constraining as they are only competitive at mediator masses lighter than those we consider here.

A possible way to expand the beam dump experimental sensitivity in the future is to
reduce the shielding distance between the production and detection region. Furthermore,
dedicated collider searches for dark shower events, with a variable step size, related to the
λmfp of Co-SIMPs would be required to move deeper into the parameter space with lighter
mediators and shorter scattering interaction lengths.

2.6 Parameter space

In this section, we discuss the current bounds on the Co-SIMP parameter space and the
sensitivities of upcoming experiments. We also show the potential of dedicated searches,
using existing data, which could be reinterpreted under the Co-SIMP model hypothesis.
Filled solid contours are chosen to represent existing bounds while dashed contours indicate
the expected reach of new searches.

Figure 7 shows the full parameter space of the scalar-mediated nucleophilic Co-SIMP
model, including the curves producing the correct DM relic abundance for two choices of
the mass ratio µR ≡ mφ/mχ = 1.3 and µR = 5. The lines and contours shown in the DM
mass-Yukawa coupling (mχ-yN ) plane assume that the DM-mediator coupling yφχ = 4π
is maximal. The maximal value is defined by requiring unitarity on the cross section of
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the pure dark sector process 4χ→ 2χ. In practice, we do this by requiring that the cross
section in eq. (2.16) satisfy the constraints derived in refs. [12, 90]. Thus, the values of
the Yukawa coupling to the SM are minimal and we can demonstrate the full current and
expected sensitivity reach to the Co-SIMP parameter space.

The filled contours show excluded regions in the parameter space. The direct detection
limits of current low threshold experiments such as CRESST probe only the high mass
end of our considered space and have not reached the thermal relic predictions yet [69].
A significant fraction is covered by the XENON1T analysis, where a fraction of dark
matter has been boosted above the XENON1T detection threshold by collisions with cosmic
rays [67, 91, 92]. The low mass end is covered by structure formation bounds [93] and bounds
from the anomalous cooling of red giants facilitated by mediator emission [56, 57]. BBN
can test Co-SIMP masses below 10MeV, but the sensitivity is severely model dependent as
we discuss in the next section, so we omit these constraints from our discussion here; note
here simply that light Co-SIMP realizations would require additional model-building.

The dashed contours show the expected future sensitivity of dedicated Co-SIMP searches.
An analysis of MiniBooNE [82, 83] data, as discussed in the beam dump section above, could
test the heavier Co-SIMP mass range at small coupling values. The expected sensitivity is
shown as the dashed orange contour. The dashed magenta contour indicates the sensitivity
of a new analysis of 1 ton-years of XENON1T data, or data of a ton-year exposure of a
similar experiment [84] searching for elastic signals for χ particles that have been boosted
by the Co-SIMP interaction inside our planet. We expect that an event rate which can
lead to up to 100 events per year in the detector volume is detectable. Overall, the search
for a flux of boosted Co-SIMPs from inside our planet could greatly benefit from a large
detection volume, as in the KamLAND-Zen [94] or JUNO [95] experiments.

Finally, a one kg-year search using a new low threshold detector technique, based
on superfluid Helium [70–72], will cover a significant region of the parameter space. The
sensitivity to the elastic scattering process is shown by the dashed blue contour, while the
green contour shows sensitivity to the direct 3→ 2 Co-SIMP interaction. It dominates the
sensitivity at low Co-SIMP masses since the event rate scales quadratically with DM density.
For the superfluid helium sensitivity, we have assumed only the Co-SIMP halo number
density, which is a conservative choice. As we discussed in a previous section, in scenarios
that allow Co-SIMP accumulation in the Earth, those sensitivities will be greatly enhanced.

Figure 8 shows the range of induced elastic cross sections given the Co-SIMP parameters
predicted by the thermal freeze-out. The current generation of low threshold experiments [69]
have not reached these cross section values yet, but future low threshold technologies are
expected to largely cover this parameter space [70–72]. In figure 8 we only show sensitivities
of experiments that search for the elastic direct Co-SIMP signal from the Co-SIMP halo
flux, clearly defining this new experimental benchmark scenario and the predictions of a
thermal cosmology within it.

Overall, we emphasise that in addition to the induced elastic Co-SIMP signatures
from the halo flux at recoil energies of ER ∼ 10−6mχ, there could be two more direct
detection signals. One is the Co-SIMP reaction that leads to monoenergetic nuclear recoils
at ER ∼ 1.5m2

χ/mN . The other is an elastic scattering signal from Co-SIMPs that have
been boosted by the Co-SIMP number changing reaction to kinetic energies of the order of
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Figure 8. Benchmark cross section values for elastic scattering in the nucleophilic Co-SIMP scenario,
predicted by the DM production process. The filled solid contours show the sensitivity of current
direct detection searches to elastic scattering induced by the Co-SIMP flux from the DM halo.
Current low threshold searches [69], shown in the magenta region, do not reach the benchmark cross
section values shown by the dark red lines. The subdominant flux of Co-SIMPs boosted by cosmic
rays provides a limit at the largest elastic cross sections [67], and are shown as the yellow filled
region. Finally, the sensitivity of a new detector based on superfluid helium [70–72] is shown as the
blue dashed contour.

mχ inside our planet. Thus, the Co-SIMP scenario has a unique property in the sense that
it leads to three different direct detection signatures that are linked to the 3→ 2 reaction
process which sets the relic abundance in the early universe, leading to greater testability
of this production process in direct laboratory experiments.

3 Leptophilic Co-SIMPs

Another simple scenario we can consider is one where the mediator couples the dark matter
to electrons. Electrophilic Co-SIMP dark matter generically requires lower masses in order to
achieve efficient enough scattering to freeze-out to the correct relic abundance. These lighter
candidates are potentially very interesting for near future direct detection experiments
where the technology to resolve low-threshold events is rapidly maturing. At the same
time, DM in these mass ranges are subject to much stronger cosmological and astrophysical
constraints. In this section, we examine the scenario of light leptophilic Co-SIMPs, delineate
current constraints, and discuss the near-future detection possibilities.

3.1 Model setup

As in the previous section, we assume that both the DM and mediator are new scalars. The
Lagrangian is given by

L ⊃ ∂µχ†∂µχ+ 1
2 (∂µφ)2 −m2

χ|χ|2 −
1
2m

2
φφ

2 − yφeφēe−
yφχ
3! χ

3φ− V (χ, φ) (3.1)
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where the general potential V (χ, φ) is given by eq. (2.3) and we make the same notational
distinction between “free parameters” and “Co-SIMP parameters”. Mediators that couple
universally to all lepton generations might just as easily be considered, but in practice
all cosmological processes and experimental constraints are dominated by interactions
with electrons.

As before, φ is neutral and χ is charged under a Z3 symmetry, and the Co-SIMP
interaction is given by the middle diagram of figure 2 with the nucleon line replaced by
an electron line. As before, this process, as well as the corresponding process at 1-loop,
naturally contribute to the depletion of dark matter abundance. Note that in these scenarios,
Co-SIMPs may couple to charged leptons, but not to neutrinos. This is required in order to
prevent the abundance being set instead by WIMP-like freeze-out via χχ→ νν.

In order to preserve the SU(2)L gauge symmetry in this model, additional ingredients
are needed in the UV. We introduce a new vector-like fermion Ẽ, which allows an explicit
mass term mẼ

¯̃EẼ. For this vector-like fermion, ẼL and ẼR have the quantum numbers
of the SM right-handed electron. This allows for an operator yEHL̄ẼR, where L is the
SM lepton doublet and H is the SM Higgs field, as well as the operator yERφ

¯̃ELeR, and
M̃ ¯̃ELeR where eR is the right-handed electron field. After we integrate out Ẽ and break
electroweak symmetry, the effective operator yEyER (vH/mẼ)φ ēLeR is induced.

The coupling of the scalar mediator to SM charged leptons in eq. (3.1) is given by
yφe = yEyER (vH/mẼ). Given the required model parameters, the mass of the Ẽ field can be
in the multi-TeV range, and thus not directly relevant to the Co-SIMP phenomenology we are
investigating in this work and out of reach of collider searches for new charged states. Note
that this construction also introduces a contribution to the electron mass, which scales as
∆me ∼ M̃vHyE/MẼ , which given the parameter space of our model requires M̃ < 100GeV.

3.2 Early universe cosmology

In the leptophilic scenario, the kinematic requirement that mχ < 2me ∼ MeV is compatible
with BBN observations in the case of late thermalization. Thus, we assume that the
same late thermalization mechanism, as detailed for the nucleophilic scenario, brings the
dark sector and SM in equilibrium after the end of BBN, and the Co-SIMP abundance
is populated afterwards. The late time relic abundance in this case is also set by the
freeze-out of the Co-SIMP interactions, as detailed in eq. (2.11) with the nucleons replaced
by electrons.

3.3 Astrophysical reach

Theories with new, light, weakly-coupled particles in the dark sector that interact with
the Standard Model and with each other have to contend with two major astrophysical
constraints: dark matter self-scattering and stellar cooling bounds [96]. Since at leading
order dark matter self-scattering processes do not involve any SM species, the leptophilic
constraints are identical to those in the nucleophilic case and we refer the readers to the
discussion in section 2.3. Rather, we focus the following discussion on stellar cooling bounds.

If the stellar core produces a hot enough thermal environment to support a population
of light dark particles — in our case the light mediator φ — they could see the star as
effectively transparent since they are weakly-coupled and escape. This carries away energy
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from the stellar interior, causing an anomalous cooling of the star and deviations from
well-measured rates of stellar evolution.

In broad strokes, these constraints may be circumvented by making the particles too
heavy for thermal production in the core (typically of temperatures of O(10− 100 keV) for
red giants), or too short-lived to escape the radius of the star before decaying into (trapped)
SM particles. The SM decay channel φ → γγ is computed in eq. (2.17) (applicable here
with the substitution e for N), but we additionally need to check here that the branching
ratio is not in fact dominated by decays into the dark sector — in that case, even decays
that occur within the star do not prevent energy from escaping. And indeed, the decay
width of φ into dark matter, φ→ χχχ, is induced by a single vertex process and expected
to dominate since the dark sector internal couplings are generically much stronger than
those with the SM. Therefore, it is useful to kinematically forbid this channel by imposing
mφ < 3mχ; in contrast, the SM decay to 2γ is always kinematically available, though
loop-suppressed. The resultant stellar cooling bound, which constrains φ’s that are too light
or too long-lived, is shown in figure 9 in conjunction with additional constraints discussed
in following subsections.

3.4 Direct detection experiments

In recent years, the sensitivities of direct detection experiments have dramatically increased
in the realm of sub-GeV dark matter with electron interactions becoming the focus in
this lighter regime. Likewise, this substantial step forward in experimental technology has
greatly increased the appetite for the study of leptophilic dark matter models that lie in
this mass range. At this junction, the light leptophilic Co-SIMPs represent an interesting
target for these future low-mass experiments to search for.

The detection prospects are especially intriguing since the Co-SIMPs interact with the
SM in both elastic and inelastic ways which creates a number of different signals at direct
detection experiments. The traditional elastic scattering with electrons is present, though
in our model this process is mediated at 2 loops. In addition, the tree level 3→ 2 process
can occur within the detector, which leads to a monoenergetic electron recoil signature.
Finally, the same process can also occur in the Earth, which can accelerate the DM enough
for it to surpass the energy thresholds of the detector and induce energetic elastic scattering
signatures. We discuss these in more detail and estimate their rates in the subsequent
discussion. The correlated predictions of multiple signals potentially in the same direct
detection experiment also constitute a smoking-gun signal, allowing us to identify any future
detections as definitively Co-SIMP or not.

3.4.1 Elastic scattering
First, one must of course consider the potential elastic direct detection signatures. The
elastic scattering χe→ χe in this Co-SIMP realization occurs at 2-loops, with the leading
order diagrams given by replacing the nucleon line with an electron line in figure 4. The
cross section is

σχe = m2
eC

2
loop−e

32π (me+mχ)2 , with (3.2)

Cloop−e =
λχφ y

2
φe

(
R log

(
m2
e

m2
φ

)
+
(

1−2m
2
e

m2
φ

)
log
(
m2
φ

(R+1)2

4m2
e

))
8π2meR

,
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where λχφ ≈ αD/π as in the previous section, αD ≡ y2
χφ/4π, and R ≡

√
1− 4m2

e/m
2
φ. In

the limit of mφ → ∞, the loop factor approaches Cloop ≈ (αD/π)(y2
φe/4π2)me/m

2
φ, as

expected in the EFT limit.
We note that the “free parameters” λi generate tree-level and one-loop contributions to

the elastic scattering cross section as well. As noted earlier, for the purposes of our analysis,
we focus on only the parameters relevant to Co-SIMP phenomenology yφχ and yφe, and
consider how these parameters are constrained by experiments.

In the leptophilic case, the halo population of DM has lower kinetic energy since it is
lighter, and is therefore unable to trigger electron recoil signals in large noble gas detectors.
However, several searches have sensitivity to the Co-SIMP parameter space today, such as
the DM solar reflection analysis [97]. In the near future, promising new detector technologies
will decrease the energy threshold for electronic recoils [98–100] and be able to probe deeper
into the parameter space. We illustrate these constraints in figure 9, and specifically display
the spin-independent elastic scattering cross section predictions for thermal relic Co-SIMPs
in figure 10 to serve as benchmarks for future experiments.

3.4.2 Monoenergetic electron recoil from Co-SIMP interaction

In addition to elastic scattering, direct detection experiments may also potentially be
sensitive to the monoenergetic recoil of electrons which occurs locally in the detector via
the Co-SIMP process χχe→ χ†e. Two ambient χ particles coincide with an electron in the
detector and scatter, leading to an electron recoiling at

ER = 1
2

(
3m2

χ

2mχ +me

)
' 0.3 keV×

(
mχ

10 keV

)2
. (3.3)

While the event rate is expected to be somewhat lower, as it is quadratically sensitive to
the DM halo density, monoenergetic signals typically enjoy a much lower background level
and are easier to search for. The expected event rate at the site of a XENON1T-type
experiment is approximately

Γ3→2 '
2.6× 10−2

yr

(
mχ

10 keV

)−2
(

〈σv2〉
1010 GeV−5

)
, (3.4)

which is able to probe a substantial amount of our parameter space. We illustrate the
present constraints from XENON1T, and the expected reach for XENONnT in figure 9.

3.4.3 Boosted Co-SIMPs from accumulation in the Earth

Finally, another potential avenue to detect Co-SIMP dark matter is to search for signals
from high energy DM produced locally via the Co-SIMP process χχe → χ†e which then
elastically scatters with the material of the detector via χ(†)e→ χ(†)e. This would induce
quite different signatures in direct detection experiments in contrast to elastic scattering from
non-relativistic ambient DM. In particular, for Co-SIMP masses well below the electron mass,
the boosted χ momenta are expected to be in the range of p ≈

√
3mχ (1−me/mχ), which

would induce elastic scattering above threshold for a number of large volume experiments.
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These signals, if detected, are likely to come from underground, as the bulk of local
number-changing interactions occur while the DM is traveling within the Earth.

Just as the nucleophilic scenario, the event rate in this case then sensitively depends on
the amount of DM accumulated in the Earth, which could be dramatically enhanced relative
to the ambient halo abundance. Repeating the basic calculations from the nucleophilic
scenario, the expected event rate of boosted Co-SIMPs in the volume of the XENON1T
experiment is given by,

Γboosted χe = 1.35
s

fcap
4

(
vχ

240 km/s

)(
ρχ cm3

mχ

)(
σχe
pb

)(
MT

ton

)(GeV
mA

)
(3.5)

where the main difference relative to the nucleophilic case is that the elastic cross section
σχe has no coherent enhancement factor of A2. This makes the expected sensitivity of this
search less promising in the leptophillic scenario.

3.5 Other terrestrial searches

In this subsection, we discuss the constraints on our leptophilic scalar-mediated Co-SIMP
model from other terrestrial experiments, including beam-dump experiments and the electron
g − 2 measurement. As in the nucleophilic scenario, independent of it being coupled to the
DM, the existence of a light scalar φ that couples to the SM introduces phenomenology
testable at precision or high energy particle physics experiments.

3.5.1 Beam dump experiments
Since the models we consider include considerable couplings to the SM and light, stable, dark
degrees of freedom, beam dump experiments are potentially a promising arena with which
to discover Co-SIMP phenomenology. One potential avenue is via searching for missing
energy signals from the production of dark matter χχχ from off-shell mediators φ. In the
leptophilic Co-SIMP scenario however, we find the mean free path for inelastic (reverse)
Co-SIMP production is too short to be detectable in current beam dump experiments;
that is, the produced relativistic DM particles will likely recoil with the SM particles in a
χe → χχe process before exiting the experiment, altering the observable signal. A more
involved dedicated analysis would be needed to assess the discovery or constraining potential
of experiments in this case.

However, there is another, simpler, possibility for testing this scenario in lepton based
beam dump experiments [101]: the production in this case is brem-emission of the scalar
mediator e+e→ e+e+φ, which, depending on the parameter region, can have a substantial
lifetime, as its decay to photons is loop suppressed. The final decay process of φ→ γγ can
serve as a detection signature in the detector, located downstream beyond the electron or
positron beam dump. We consider the sensitivity of the E137 experiment [102], which has
∼ 400 meter decay length between the dump and the detector, and find that it can probe
DM-SM couplings down to yφe ∼ 10−2 in this Co-SIMP scenario.

3.5.2 Electron g − 2
The anomalous magnetic dipole moment of the electron has been measured extremely
precisely, with an experimental value of ae = 0.00115965218073(28) [103]. This measurement
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in turn strongly constrains any new physics that couples to the electron and contributes to
the electron g − 2. In our model, this role is fulfilled by the scalar mediator φ. For a scalar,
the g − 2 contribution is given by

F2(0) =
y2
φe

8π2

∫ 1

0
dz

(1 + z)(1− z)2

(1− z)2 + zξ2 , (3.6)

where we have defined ξ ≡ mφ/me. Integrating this, we find

g − 2 =
y2
φe

4π2

[
1√
ξ2 − 4

(
ξ(ξ4 − 5ξ2 + 4)tanh−1

(
ξ√
ξ2 − 4

))

+ 1
2

(
3− 2ξ2 + (ξ2 − 3)ξ2logξ2 − 2

√
ξ2 − 4(ξ2 − 1)ξtanh−1

(
ξ2 − 2

ξ
√
ξ2 − 4

))]
.

(3.7)

Since we are interested in light scalars, we can expand our result for small ξ. Doing so,
we obtain

g − 2 ≈
y2
φe

4π2

(3
2 − πξ

)
. (3.8)

For light scalars, the g− 2 contribution is constant with a subleading linear dependence
on the mass ratio ξ, which we see in figure 9. The scalar can also couple to muons in the
case of universal leptophilic couplings, which would lead to an analogous contribution to the
muon magnetic dipole moment, but we find this much less constraining for the parameter
space of interest [104].

3.6 Parameter space

In figure 9 we show the parameter space of our scalar-mediated leptophilic Co-SIMP model
including constraints from presently available experiments (solid) and projected sensitivities
of future experimental searches (dashed). The predictions for a leptophilic Co-SIMP with a
thermal history constituting 100% of the DM abundance are shown in red for various choices
of the dark sector mass hierarchy µR ≡ mφ/mχ. As in the nucleophilic discussion, all
constraints are presented in the mχ-yφe space and assume a benchmark mass ratio µR = 1.3.

We find that the parameter space is unconstrained in the region of large masses
and small couplings. The combination of the constraints from structure formation and
red giant cooling [56, 57], as well as null observations of monoenergetic electron recoils
observed at XENON1T [107] excludes the region of mχ below few tens of keV. The electron
g − 2 measurement [103] excludes the region with yφe & 10−4, subsuming present-day
constraints on elastic scattering from solar reflection analyses [97]. Future XENONnT
monoenergetic recoil searches [108] could restrict the open parameter space to even higher
masses, whereas the elastic scattering signatures can become within reach for new low-
threshold experiments [98–100]. As an example, we show the expected sensitivity of a 1 kg-yr
detector based on superconducting aluminium technology [100]. Finally, as discussed above,
the Co-SIMP process inside the Earth can lead to a flux of boosted particles, with elastic
scattering above the detection threshold of current liquid noble gas detectors. However,
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Figure 9. Parameter space of our leptophilic Co-SIMP model with a scalar mediator. Cur-
rent constraints [103, 105–107] are shown as the shaded regions and the projected sensitivities
(XENONnT [108] and superconducting aluminium [100]) as dashed lines. The dark red lines corre-
sponds to the parameter space that gives the correct relic abundance that matches observations,
assuming different values for µR ≡ mφ/mχ. For this scenario, stellar cooling [56, 57] places a stronger
constraint than fifth force searches [85]. In particular, fifth-force searches constrain mediators that
are lighter than the ones we consider here. As indicated by the dashed magenta line, the elastic
scattering search for boosted Co-SIMPs is not competitive in this scenario.

in the leptophilic case, the currently achievable sensitivity, which is shown as the dashed
magenta line in figure 9, is not competitive.

In aggregate, the thermal prediction for the leptophilic scenario is much more well-
constrained than the nucleophilic case, with most of the parameter space for mχ . 500 keV
ruled out except for models with quasi-degenreate masses, µR ≈ 1. Models with heavier
(∼MeV) DM require smaller couplings to achieve the correct abundance, and are largely
unconstrained by present limits, but are precisely within the sensitivity targets of future
low-threshold technologies.

As in the nucleophilic case, it is worth remarking upon that almost the entirety of the
thermal relic prediction can be tested with next-generation direct detection technology with
a combination of searches for inelastic and elastic, and low- and high-threshold signatures.
In figure 10 we show the future direct detection landscape along specifically the axis of the
elastic scattering cross section and demonstrate where the thermal relic expectation lies
therein. As shown, the expected scattering strengths, while largely inaccessible by current
experiments [105], represent an interesting target for future experimental efforts [98–100],
and the potential for both elastic and inelastic detection signals as well as low- and high-
threshold elastic scattering give this DM candidate a set of very unique and predictive
signatures and make it an interesting case study in the direct detection arena.
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Figure 10. Similar to figure 8 but for the leptophilic case, showcasing the reach of future direct
detection experiments in the Co-SIMP parameter space [100]. Currently, the solar reflection
limits [109] seem to provide the best sensitivity to the elastic scattering cross section and are shown
in the yellow contour. The dark red lines show the benchmark cross sections in the Co-SIMP scenario
such that we recover the correct present-day relic abundance with various choices of µR ≡ mφ/mχ.

4 Conclusions

The Co-SIMPs framework (χ+ χ+ SM→ χ+ SM depicted in figure 1) is a novel thermal-
production mechanism for dark matter [27]. Like other thermal DM scenarios, the rate of
the 3-to-2 process is determined by the dark matter freeze-out condition and can directly
be tested in direct detection experiments. However, the unique topology of the interactions
involved allow for vastly different relationships between the expected depletion and scattering
rates compared to the standard WIMP scenario, and naturally predict lower mass candidates.
Additionally, in contrast to the SIMP scenario, the dark and visible sectors are kept in
kinetic equilibrium in this scenario, preventing an overheating of the dark sector through
conversion of rest mass into kinetic energy.

In this work we, for the first time, study UV-complete models for the Co-SIMP
framework, where the 3-to-2 process (figure 1) is mediated by a scalar mediator. We study
two cases: a mediator that couples to nucleons (section 2) and a mediator that couples to
electrons (section 3). For each case, we study its freeze-out in detail and possible constraints
from cosmology, astrophysics, and terrestrial experiments extensively.

With these scalar-mediated scenarios, we study the simplest class of models to realize
the Co-SIMP process which has a dark sector with two particles: dark matter χ and the
scalar mediator φ that couples to SM particles. The χ has a charge 1 and φ is neutral
under the Z3 symmetry, which protects the stability of χ. In the nucleophilic scenario,
the topology of the Co-SIMP interaction is realized in a χχN → χ†N process below the
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QCD scale. The Co-SIMP-nucleon coupling is driven by the interaction with the up and
down quarks. The typical mass ranges for χ and φ are ∼MeV–GeV. The parameter space
(figure 7) is mostly unconstrained for mχ > 0.01GeV in terms of current experimental
results. To further search for Co-SIMPs in this scenario, a detector based on superfluid
helium [70–72] would test a significant fraction of the open parameter space. Moreover, a
dedicated beam-dump search for inelastic production of Co-SIMPs could probe the region
of larger couplings and larger masses (mχ ∼ 1GeV).

In the leptophilic scenario, the typical mass ranges for χ and φ are .MeV. The
parameter space (figure 9) is more constrained than the nucleophilic case. The combination
of the constraints from structure formation, red giant cooling, and XENON1T direct
detection excludes the region of mχ below few tens of keV. The electron g − 2 excludes the
region with yφe & 10−4. However, for mχ & 10 keV and yφe . 10−4, the parameter space is
mostly open. Future XENONnT results will further constrain the open parameter space
and push us to higher masses. However, this scenario is pertinently interesting in light of
dramatic technological developments in low-threshold direct detection, and much of the
remaining parameter space may be probed in a search with next-generation technologies
once they mature.

This paper focuses on the scenario with a scalar mediator. This scenario is compelling
as it directly realizes the effective diagram topology in figure 1, but runs into theoretical
issues inherent to the generation and stabilization of light scalar masses. In upcoming
work [29], we will consider a separate completion involving fermionic Co-SIMPs and a
vector mediator, which alleviates many of the model-building issues associated with light
scalars. The vector scenario leads to new experimental and observational signatures which
we will examine in more detail. The models presented here and in our upcoming work
are the first attempts at UV-completing the Co-SIMP mechanism, which is one facet in a
broader vein of work generalizing the landscape of thermal DM beyond the WIMP scenario.
Other UV-complete models may also exist, and a careful exploration of the space of models
will be important to quantify how low the thermal dark matter mass can reach within
this framework.
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